Having the opportunity to make a choice in matters is good, but it requires more thought to make sure a wise choice is made. So it goes when selecting the forage species, and even a variety within a selected forage crop, that will be used on the farm. This presentation will explore many forage crop production systems and what forages best fit the need on the landscape where they will be grown.

**Schedule (EST):**

4:30 pm - Annual meeting for members and interested individuals
6:00 pm - Meal ($10 for Forage Council member and $20 for non-member)
7:00 pm - Forages on the Farm - The Old, the New and Improved Ones, Too

**Location:**

Quality Inn
5501 National Rd E
Richmond, IN
(See reverse side for map.)

Attendance at the 4:30 p.m. annual meeting is not required to attend the rest of the evening. Please RSVP by January 18 to Lisa Green, lgreen06@purdue.edu or 765-494-4783. Information about the Indiana Forage Council can be found at http://www.indianaforage.org. Membership dues can be paid at the meeting.
Directions to Quality Inn
5501 National Rd., E., Richmond, IN, US, 47374
Phone: (765) 966-7511

Directions:
If you are coming from the West:
  Take I-70 going East to Exit 156A. Hotel is on your left across from the Red Lobster.

If you are driving from the East:
  Go West on I70 to exit 156A. Hotel is on your left across from Red Lobster.